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Release Updates

The following new features are

implemented in 4.49:

1. Updating one patient ePR from

multiple MobiMed units at the

same time.

2. FHIR-API

3. Change Requests implemented

4. Minor changes

5. Fixes

Contact your Customer Representative for more information.
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Updating one patient ePR from
multiple MobiMed units at the same
time

When working with a patient, it is now possible for two paramedics to share, view,

and edit one patient's records using two MobiMed units. This allows e.g. one

paramedic to log vital parameters at the same time as a second paramedic log

general condition or medicines.

FHIR-API

MobiMed is now able to publish ePR-

records using the FHIR-API. Records

from a Care Episode including Patient

data, Triage, Observations, and the

Final Handover report is possible to publish.

MobiMed is suporting v4 of FHIR.

CCN SC302 Respiratory Template

The template developed for SCAS will guide crews through the relevant essential

�elds, with the stated aims being ease of use for crews and an improvement in

cycle time for those incidents. This CCN covers the second template, for patients

with respiratory conditions.

CCN SC303 Chest Pain Template

These templates will guide crews through the relevant essential �elds, with the

stated aims being ease of use for crews and an improvement in cycle time for

those incidents. This CCN covers the Chest Pain Template.

Minor Changes and General
Improvements

CCN SC304 Covid 19 to presenting condition[11264]

Presenting condition and provisional diagnosis of ‘Positive COVID-19’. Please

allocate to the ‘Respiratory’ category.



SWASFT TSW2.0 Cardiac Arrest Page enhancements[11230]

SWASFT's cardiac arrest pages update with new drug shortcut buttons and

registration of heart rhythms.

Smart installer updates[10918]

SmartInstaller now defaults to save waveforms to disk. It is also possible to select

the location (directory) for waveforms.

Forms for acute missions in Prehospital care for Örebro in Sweden [11020]

Created a patient record for Örebro primary care's mobile teams and reports for

them.

Minor change to Remote Update  [11172]

Monitoring services will only be installed with monitoring option enabled.

SSIS XML export is now compatible with SQL 2019 in Data Warehouse[11269]

SSIS package is now recompiled to support SQL 2019.

Fixes

Resolved an issue with the smart server was old DLL's was not

cleared[10995]

Resolved an issue were Incorrect calculation of the present number of

unsigned ePRs were not displayed correctly during "hand-over"[11048]

Resolved an issue were Smart server installer did never set the

Ortivus\Update\UpdatePath registry key[11164]

Resolved an issue in SCAS CCN SC305 Safeguarding Deletion Also Deleting

Main Patient Details Screen ID:0101149 [11254]

Resolved an issue in SCAS Falls Template: Allergies & Medications

Deletion. Selecting No Known Allergies hid the �elds Important medication"

input �eld and the "Patient's medication Taken to Hospital".Issue

ID:0101146 [11255]

Resolved an issue were An error message was written in the event log during

startup if the WaveFileDBPath was set to an empty string in registry. This ECG

waves will be stored in the database hence error did a�ect the

function. [11294]

Supported Platforms

Hardware Unit Operating System
Getac RX10H Windows 10 (1511)
Getac RX10H Extreme Windows 10 (1709, 1809)
Getac UX10 Windows 10 (1809)



Lenovo 20L3000 Windows 10 (1809)
Lenovo Thinkpad L490 Windows 10 (1909)
Panasonic CF-19 Windows 7
Panasonic FZ-G1 Windows 10 (1607, 1709,

1809)
Panasonic H2 Windows 7, Windows 8.0
Panasonic FZ-M1 Windows 10 (1709)

All versions of measuring unit M531 are supported with MobiMed 4.2. Measuring

unit 300C is not supported.

The Clinical Workstation (CWS) platform should meet or beat the minimum

hardware speci�cation and use a supported operating system.

Installation and deployment

For installing this release. Please contact our Service and Support at the below

addresses.

UK market: support@ortivus.co.uk

Other markets: support@ortivus.com

Release Information

This is a commercial release on the following markets:

• Norway

• Sweden

• United Kingdom

Upgrade to this release can be done from release 4.2 and onwards.

Please contact your customer representative for more information.
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